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SOLAR PANEL COVERED BIKE PATH PROVIDES LIGHT AND
ELECTRICITY
MOBILITY & TRANSPORT

Cycling just one kilometre of the route has the potential to power 750
homes
Spotted: A modular, semi-enclosed bicycle path provides riders with shelter, light at night and enroute charging stations. Designed by German architect Peter Kuczia, the Solar Veloroute uses a thin
canopy to protect cyclists from sun, wind and rain. Curved steel arches support the array of
photovoltaic panels that, according to Kuczia, could generate up to 2,000 MWh of electricity per
kilometre of bike path.
Speciﬁcally created for ﬂexibility in use, the Solar Veloroute’s components can be made to ﬁt almost
any location. Everything from the length and route of the path to the numbers of panels atop the
canopy and density of the distribution of the arches is adjustable to best suit the local community’s
needs.
After gathering solar energy during the day, the panel system lights up at night, providing a well-lit
route for pedestrians and cyclists. The system also powers charging stations at multiple locations
along the route. With a single kilometre of the pathway capable of generating enough electricity to
run 750 homes, there is signiﬁcant potential for routes of varying lengths to provide enough surplus
energy to sell back to the grid or other individuals and organisations.
Currently, the design is in use in Switzerland and Dubai. As more and more cities work to make their
transport options more environmentally-friendly, routes such as this could become a fairly common
sight.
Other large built spaces in the transport industry also are turning to solar energy, to help reduce their
carbon footprint. An airport in India now produces more energy than it consumes, thanks to the array

of solar panels ﬂoating on a golf course lake. In Dubai, a parking garage that supports a number of
government facilities is a zero-energy building.
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Takeaway:
With renewable energy becoming ever more accessible, alongside the continued growth and
development in sustainable technologies, such as electric vehicles, it is interesting to
contemplate the tipping point at which gas-powered cars and trucks become an anomaly.
Tendrils of change can be seen almost anywhere, contributing to the feeling that the
momentum is growing amongst societies for the adjustments needed to save the Earth from
the impending climate catastrophe. Holding onto that sense of possibility may be what is
needed most, to ensure that all the varied actions taken by individuals and businesses continue
and that the impetus for improvement does not slow.

